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Abstract
This expository article discusses recent progress on the problem of
giving suciently abstract semantics to local-variable declarations in
Algol-like languages, especially work using categorical methods.

1 Introduction
One of the rst things a beginning programmer learns is how to \declare" a
new variable, as in the following Algol-like block:

new x: int. x := 0 ;    ; x := x + 1 ;   
It might be thought that a satisfactory semantic interpretation for such declarations would be well established by now. But when free identi ers, possibly
of higher-order type, can appear within the bodies of such declaration blocks,
there are serious diculties. The aim of this expository paper is to survey
recent progress on this problem, especially work using categorical methods.
The traditional denotational-semantic approach [9, 19, 18] is to assume a
denumerable set L of \locations" (abstract storage addresses) and construct
a set of states (also known as \stores") along the following lines:

S = L ! (V + funused g) ;

where V is the set of storable values. (For simplicity, we will assume there
is a single type of storable value, say, integers.) The idea is that each state
s 2 S records, for every location ` 2 L, either the v 2 V currently stored at
that location, or the fact that location ` is not currently \in use." Then the
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e ect of a variable declaration is to bind the declared variable identi er to
any currently unused location for the execution of the block body.
This kind of interpretation of local variables is adequate to show the correctness of the usual style of implementation of block structure [9]; however,
many authors [3, 16, 13, 5, 14, 2, 8] have criticized it as being insuciently
abstract. For example, consider the simple equivalence
new .  := 0;  C ;
C
when identi er  is not free in command C . The equivalence is a consequence
of the inaccessibility of the \new" location to non-local entities in Algol-like
languages. Unfortunately, the equivalence fails in general in the traditional
semantics. To see the problem, assume that the initial state marks a location
` as being unused and ` is chosen as the meaning of  in the block; but
in general the meaning of C need not respect the convention that ` is not
accessible to non-local entities and might, for example, branch on whether it
is \unused."
Some researchers [9, 5] have addressed this kind of diculty by attempting to
de ne the set of \accessible" locations or storage support of semantic entities,
in order to ensure that the \new" location allocated for a variable declaration is not already accessible in the block body. However, this has proved to
be technically complex and delicate. Phrases of basic type, such as expressions and commands, can be treated fairly straightforwardly; but the storage
support of a procedure is much more dicult to de ne, particularly if an
extensional treatment of procedures is desired.
An alternative is to adopt a semantical approach in which storage supports
are explicit and logically precede any assignment of meanings to phrases; this
is the possible-world method of [16] and [13].

2 Possible Worlds
The basic idea underlying possible-world semantics is to parameterize interpretations by semantic entities termed \possible worlds" that determine
certain \local" aspects of meanings. To treat storage support, we assume that
each world is a natural number , interpreted as the number of locations currently in use; in implementation terms, this is the number of variables on the
run-time stack. Then, for each world w, we can interpret basic phrase types
var (variables), exp (expressions), and comm (commands) as the following
computational domains:
[[var]]w = f0; 1; 2; : : : ; w ? 1g, discretely ordered;
2
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[[exp] w = S (w) ! V? ;
[[comm]]w = S (w) ! S (w)?,
where S (w) = [[var]]w ! V is the set of w-states, A? for any set A is the
\lifted" domain obtained by adding a new least element ?, and, for any sets
or domains D and E , D ! E is the domain of (continuous) functions from
D to E , ordered pointwise.
Intuitively:

 a declared variable in world w denotes a location (natural number) less

than w;
 an expression meaning in world w is a function from w-states to values
(or to ?, to allow for non-termination of evaluation), where a w-state
is a vector of storable values with exactly w components; and
 a command meaning in world w is a function from w-states to w-states
(or to ?).
The worlds w determine the storage support of the basic semantic entities in
a simple and natural way. Procedures will be discussed in Section 3.
To cope with variable declarations, we must de ne how to map phrase meanings from non-local to local worlds. This is most coherently done by de ning
a category W of possible worlds: the objects are natural numbers and the
morphisms from w to x are the injective functions from f0; 1; : : : ; w ? 1g
to f0; 1; : : : ; x ? 1g, with functional composition as the composition in W.
We will explain later why all injections (and not merely the inclusions) are
needed.
We can now extend the interpretations of basic phrase types  to functors
[[]] from W to the category D of directed-complete posets and continuous
functions by de ning morphism parts [[]]f for every W-morphism f : w ! x.
We de ne
[[var]]f : [[var]]w ! [[var]]x
to be the function f . To de ne
[[exp]]f : [[exp]]w ! [[exp] x ;

we note that, for any state s 2 S (x), (f ; s) 2 S (w) is the corresponding
\non-local part" of s, where ; denotes composition in diagrammatic order,
and then
[[exp]]f e s = e(f ; s)
3
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for any e 2 [[exp]]w and s 2 S (x).
Similarly, [[comm]]f c s is ? if c(f ;s) = ?, and otherwise is the state s0 2 S (x)
such that, for any ` 2 [ var] x, s0(`) = c(f ; s)(`0) if ` = f (`0 ) and s0(`) = s(`)
otherwise; that is, the e ect of executing a non-local command meaning c is
to change the non-local part of the state in the manner determined by c, but
to preserve the local part of the state invariant.
To deal with free identi ers and environments, we note that nite products
of functors from W to D are de nable pointwise: for any F; G: ! D and any
world w, (F  G)(w) = F (w)  G(w), and similarly for the morphism part.
Then, for any assignment  of phrase types to a nite set of identi ers, we
can de ne [[] to be the product of the functors for the types assigned by 
to these identi ers. Then [[] w is the domain of -compatible environments
appropriate to world w, and [[] f for W-morphisms f : w ! x maps such
w-environments to the appropriate x-environments.
We use the notation ( j  7! ) to denote the type assignment that is like 
except that identi er  is assigned type , and similarly for the environment
(u j  7! m), and the state (s j ` 7! v).
Finally, any phrase X that is well-formed and of type  in the context of
phrase-type assignment  (notation:  ` X : ) is interpreted (using a valuation function [[]]  ) as a natural transformation [ X ]] : [ ] !. [[]]; i.e.,
the right-hand side of the following diagram commutes for all W-morphisms
f : w ! x:

w
f
?
x

[[] w
[[] f
?
[[]]x

[[X ]] (w) -

[[]]w
[ ]]f
?
[[X ]] (x) [[]]x

The commutativity requirement ensures that the parameterized interpretation of X is uniform with respect to all changes of world f . The phrase-type
assignment () and phrase-type () subscripts on phrase-valuation brackets
will often be omitted when they are obvious from context.
Representative syntax rules and semantic valuations are presented in Tables 1
and 2, respectively. The semantic arguments in the latter are as follows: w is
any W-object (natural number), u is an environment in [ ] w, and s 2 S (w)
is a state appropriate to world w.
4
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` : var ` : exp Assignment
` := : comm
` : comm ` : comm Sequencing
` ; : comm


X







X

C1





C1

E

E

C2

C2

( j  7! var) ` C : comm
New
 ` new . C : comm



` : var
` : exp Dereferencing
X

X

Table 1. Selected Syntax Rules.

[[X := E ] w u s =

8
>
<
>
:
(

[[C1 ; C2]]w u s =

(s j ` 7! v ); if [ E ] w u s = v 2 V
and [ X ] w u = `
?;
if [ E ] x u s = ?
[ C2] w u s0 ; if [[C1 ] w u s = s0 2 S (w)
?;
if [[C1 ] w u s = ?

[[X ]  expw u s = s(`); where ` = [[X ]  var w u

Table 2. Sample Valuations.
We can now discuss the interpretation of the variable-declaration block.
Let v 2 V be a standard initial value for declared variables, and
f : w ! w + 1 be the inclusion of f0; 1; : : :; w ? 1g in f0; 1; : : : ; wg; then
[[new . C ]  comm w u s = f ; s0 when
0

[[C ]] j7!var comm(w + 1)(u0)(s j w 7! v ) = s0;
(



0

)



where u0 = [[] f u j  7! w , and is ? otherwise.
Notice that the meaning of the block in world w is de ned in terms of the
meaning of the body of the block in world w + 1. In the body of the block,
the declared variable denotes the \new" location, and all other free identi ers
denote meanings obtained by applying the morphism part of the relevant
functor to the non-local meanings in the environment. After execution of the
body, the new location is discarded. We leave it as an exercise for the reader
to prove the validity of the problematical equivalence discussed in Section 1
using this semantics.
5
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We conclude this section by discussing the naturality of [[new . C ]]; i.e., the
commutativity of
[[new . C ] w[[] w
[[comm]]w
[[] f
[[comm]]f
? [[new . C ] x- ?
[ ] x
[[comm]]x
for every f : w ! x. Note that [[new . C ]]w and [[new . C ] x bind  to possibly
di erent locations; the former uses w 2 [[var]](w + 1), and the latter uses
x 2 [ var] (x + 1). The key to showing naturality is to relate w and x in
a suitable fashion. This is done by extending f with the identity id on
1; i.e., using the W-morphism (f + id ): w + 1 ?! x + 1 that renames
w 2 [[var]](w +1) to x 2 [[var]](x +1), where, for any f : w ! x and g: y ! z,
the W-morphism (f + g): w + y ?! x + z is given by
1

1

(f + g)(i) =

(

f (i);
if i < w
x + g(j ), if i = w + j

for i 2 [[var]](w + y). Naturality of [[C ] with respect to (f + id ) gives us the
commutativity of
1

[[C ] (w + 1)[ ] (w + 1)
[[comm]](w + 1)
[[] (f + id )
[[comm] (f + id )
? [[C ] (x + 1)?
[[] (x + 1)
[[comm]](x + 1)
1

1

which shows that the speci c choice of fresh location does not a ect the
meaning of new . C , and then naturality of [ new . C ] follows easily.
The important role of \location renaming" in this discussion explains why we
used all injective maps, and not just inclusions, as morphisms in the category
of worlds: it is forced on us by naturality. This even shows up on the level of
terms, via equivalences valid in the model; e.g.,

new x.new y. C  new y.new x. C:
6
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The principle that the speci c \names" of declared locations are irrelevant
turns out to be technically quite important; it plays a central role in [5, 2, 8]
as well. In their treatment of support, Meyer and Sieber consider a semantic
framework very similar to possible worlds, but using inclusion maps, rather
than all injections, as the morphisms between worlds. They must then cut
down the model by restricting to semantic entities invariant under certain
location-renaming permutations. Here, the additional maps in our category
of worlds provide us with stronger uniformity conditions.
It should be mentioned that, for languages without procedures, the kind of
equivalences we have been discussing can be validated using \traditional"
models. The main advantage of the possible-world approach to variable allocation is that it extends smoothly to procedural and other types. By building
storage support into the \semantical spaces" (i.e., functors), one can nd a
notion of procedure meaning, based on exponentiation in functor categories,
that itself incorporates support. This is the topic of the next section.

3 Procedures

In this section, we consider how procedural types of the form  ! 0 are
dealt with in the possible-world framework. A procedure de ned in world
w might be called in any world x accessible from w using a W-morphism
f : w ! x; for example, there might be variable declarations occurring between the point of de nition and the point of call. But it is the domain
structure determined by f and x that should be in e ect when the procedure
body is executed. This suggests that we cannot in general de ne [[ ! 0]]w
to be just [[]]w ! [[0]]w, where the arrow on the right is the exponentiation
in D. In general, the meaning of a procedure de ned in world w must be
a family of functions, indexed by changes of world f : w ! x, and suitably
constrained by a uniformity condition.
The key fact is that, for any small category W, the functor category DW is
Cartesian closed. This is proved for any complete Cartesian closed category
D in [10]; the special case of D being the category of directed-complete posets
and continuous functions is treated in [13].
Finite products in DW are de nable pointwise. We now give a general de nition of exponentiation and corresponding interpretations of abstraction and
application satisfying the usual laws of the typed lambda calculus. For any
F; G: ! D and world w, p 2 (F ! G)(w) is a family p() of functions,
indexed by W-morphisms with domain w, such that p(f : w ! x) is a continuous function from F (x) to G(x) and the family satis es the following
uniformity condition: for all W-morphisms f : w ! x and g: x ! y,
p(f ) ; G(g) = F (g) ; p(f ; g)
7
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i.e., the following diagram commutes:

p(f )

F (x)
F (g)
?
F (y)

- G(x)
G(g)

p(f ; g) - ?
G(y)

The domain (F ! G)(w) is ordered pointwise, and the morphism part of
F ! G is de ned as follows: for any f : w ! x, p 2 (F ! G)(w), and
g: x ! y,
(F ! G) f p g = p(f ; g):
We can now interpret procedural types by induction on the structure of types;
for any phrase types  and 0, [[ ! 0]] = [[]] ! [[0]], where the arrow on the
right is the just-described exponentiation in the functor category DW. The
valuations for abstraction and application are then as follows; for worlds w
and environments u 2 [[] w,
[[: . P ]] ! w u f a = [[P ]] j7!  x [[] f u  7! a


(

0)

(

)



0

for all f : w ! x and a 2 [[]]x, and




[[P Q]] w u = [[P ]] ! w u (idw ) [[Q]] w u ,
0

(

0

)

where idw is the identity W-morphism on world w. Note that these de nitions
are applicable with any category W of possible worlds.
The above treatment of procedures is not in general extensional in the usual
sense; however, for any category W, the functor category SW (where S is the
category of sets and functions) is a topos [4, 7, 1], and so there is an interpretation of logical connectives such as implication ()), universal quanti cation
(8), and identity () that validates the laws of intuitionistic logic, and also
the following formal law of extensionality:
8: . P ()  Q() ) P  Q
where  is not free in P; Q:  ! 0. This allows us to reason about procedures
in (intuitionistic) programming logics as if they were extensional. One such
system will be discussed in Section 6.
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4 States and Contravariance
At this point the reader may be wondering why functors for commands and
expressions were de ned pointwise in Section 2, whereas procedures were
treated using exponentiation of functors in Section 3. Would it not be possible to obtain a more systematic treatment by using exponentiation in the
de nition of base types as well? That is, one might try to de ne a \states"
functor S and proceed as follows:
[[exp] = S ! V?
[[comm]] = S ! S? ,
where ()? is a pointwise \lifting" operation on functors from W to D. However, this is not as straightforward as it might appear.
We can of course de ne a states functor as an exponentiation of the form
S = [[var]] ! V , where V here is the obvious constant functor (of values). If w
is a world and s 2 S (w), the uniformity condition on s requires commutativity
of

s(idw )

[[var]]w
[[var]]f
?
[[var] x

s(f )

-V
id

V
?
-V

for any W-morphism f : w ! x. But this does not constrain s(f ) outside
the image of [[var]]f , and so there are far too many states; states s; s0 2 S (w)
would be distinguished even if they agree on all locations in [[var]]w. There
would even be many \global" states in S (0), whereas one would expect S (0)
to be a singleton, containing only the \empty" state in which there are no
locations.
An alternative is to use S (w) = [[var]]w ! V , as before, and, for any
f : w ! x in W and s 2 S (w), de ne
f (j ) = i
S (f ) s i = vs(j; ); ifotherwise
;
for some xed storable value v . But it is dicult to justify the arbitrary
choice of v ; furthermore, this allows too many expression and command
meanings. For example, if e 2 [[exp]]w and f : w ! w + 1 is the inclusion,
commutativity of
(

0

0

0
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S (w)
S (f )
?
S (w + 1)

e(idw )

- V?

e(f )

- V??

idV

?

in no way constrains e(f ) on states s 2 S (w + 1) for which s(w) 6= v , and
so the value yielded by a non-local expression meaning can be a ected by
changing the contents of a local variable.
Similarly, if c 2 [[comm]]w, commutativity of
0

S (w)
S (f )
?
S (w + 1)

c(idw ) S (w)?
S (f )?
?
c(f ) S (w + 1)?

does not preclude c(f ) from changing the contents of the local variable (whenever this di ers from v ). For example, c could be such that c(f )(s) returns a
state in which the contents of every variable is v , thus changing the contents
of every variable whose contents in s is not v , including the local variable.
This would invalidate expected equivalences such as the one mentioned in the
Introduction.
In fact, it seems most natural to have a contravariant states functor: a state in
a \big" world can be converted to one in a \small" world by simply dropping
locations. We can make S from Section 2 into a functor from Wop to D by
de ning S (f )s = f ; s, when f : w ! x in W and s 2 S (x).
But then how can covariant functors [[exp]] and [[comm]] be constructed from
contravariant S ? A somewhat mysterious answer to these questions is given
in [20] by de ning a variant of exponentiation in functor categories, which
we will term contra-exponentiation , that constructs a covariant functor from
contravariant functors.
For example, a contra-exponential of the form S ! V? is de ned just like
the usual exponential, but with a reversal of vertical arrows in uniformity
diagrams to account for contravariance. That is, e() 2 (S ! V?)w is a
family of functions, indexed by morphisms out of w, such that
0

0

0
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S (x)
S (g) 6
S (y)

e(f )

- V?
6idV
e(f ; g) V?

?

commutes, where f : w ! x and g: x ! y in W. The morphism part is
de ned as before to yield a covariant functor:
(S ! V? ) f m g = m(f ; g)
where f : w ! x, m 2 (S ! V? )w, and g: x ! y. It can be seen that all of
the e(f ) for f : w ! x are in fact determined by e(idw ), and so the \pointwise"
de nition of [[exp]] given earlier is isomorphic to S ! V? .
We can also use contra-exponentiation to de ne a covariant functor S ! S?;
the relevant diagram is

S (x)
S (g) 6
S (y)

c(f ) S (x)?

6S (g)?

c(f ; g) S (y)?

However, it is evident that one of the problems with a covariant S arises
here as well: this de nition does not preclude non-local command meanings
from changing the values of local variables. To get a de nition of [[comm]
comparable to that in Section 2, we need to impose the additional requirement
on c 2 (S ! S? )w that, for every f : w ! x, when c(f ) is de ned it must
preserve the values of locations not in the range of f .
Thus, contra-exponentiation allows us to build covariant functors from a contravariant states functor, but a further restriction is needed to get a satisfactory de nition of [[comm]]. It is not known whether there is a more uniform
way of dealing with these problems. Contra-exponentiation will be encountered again in Section 6, where it will be used to de ne [[comm]] in a setting
where a pointwise de nition is not appropriate.

5 Generalized Variables
Reynolds [16] and Oles [13] argue that it is preferable to treat variables in
Algol-like languages without assuming that states are structured by locations.
11
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This can be achieved by de ning a category X of possible worlds with sets (of
allowed states) W , X , : : : as objects. (We assume that the small collection
of X-objects contains the set V of values, and is closed under cartesian products.) To interpret variable declarations we use morphisms that \expand" a
world W to a world W  V ; the extra V -valued component holds the value of
a new variable. Roughly, a state x 2 X is related to hx; vi 2 X  V similarly
to the way s 2 S (w) is related to (s j w 7! v) 2 S (w + 1) in the semantics of
Section 2.
In general, the X-morphisms from W to X will be pairs f; Q where f is a
function from X to W and Q is an equivalence relation on X such that the
following is a product diagram in the category of sets and functions:

f
W 

X

q

- X=Q

where q maps every element of X to its Q-equivalence class. Intuitively,
f extracts the small stack embedded in a larger one, and Q relates large
stacks with identical \expansion components." This is just the categorytheoretic way of saying that larger stacks are formed from smaller ones by
adding independent components for local variables. It can be veri ed that
X
= W  X=Q, and that the restriction of f to each Q-equivalence class is
bijective.
The identity morphism idW on an object W has as its two components: the
identity function on W; and the universally-true binary relation on W . The
composition (f; Q) ; (g; R): W ! Y of X-morphisms f; Q: W ! X and
g; R: X ! Y has as its two components: the functional composition of f
and g; and the equivalence relation on Y that relates s ; s 2 Y just if they
are R-related and Q relates g(s ) and g(s ). To see that these components
have the required product property, let h; S = (f; Q) ; (g; R) and note that
Y 
= X  Y=R

= (W  X=Q)  Y=R

= W  (X=Q  Y=R)

= W  Y=S;
by the isomorphism between Y=S and X=Q  Y=R established by the function mapping [y]S to [g(y)]Q; [y]R ; whose inverse is the function mapping
[x]Q; [y]R to y0 2 [y]R j g(y0)Qx .
We can now de ne a states functor S : Xop ! D as follows: S (W ) = W ,
discretely-ordered, and S (f; Q) = f . Then, we can use contra-exponentiation
0

0







n

1



o
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to de ne [[exp]] as S ! V? and [ comm]] as a restriction of S ! S? (or use
pointwise de nitions).
All of this seems very similar to the location-based approach: components
of products, instead of locations, are used to hold the values of variables.
Furthermore, an n-fold product V n can be viewed as a world that results
from n variable declarations, and a state

hv ; :::; vn? i 2 V n
would correspond to a state s 2 S (n) with s(i) = vi for i 2 f0; :::; n?1g, where
0

1

S (n) is as in Section 2. There are even morphisms that are similar to the
\location renaming" maps needed for the naturality of variable declarations;
e.g., isomorphisms on worlds of the form W  V  V that exchange the two
V -valued components.
However, this analogy between locations and components of products cannot be pushed too far. The reason is that the component structure is only
used when de ning local variables and there is no a priori structure on states
that allows us to identify \location-like" components independently of declarations. Consider, for example, a world V V . If locations are components
then this should correspond to a world with two locations. But in the stateset category of worlds, V V is isomorphic to V if V is in nite. So how many
locations does the world have, one or two?
The answer is neither. In fact, the state-set category of worlds seems to
preclude identi cation of entities that behave like locations. But what then
should [[var]] be? The approach taken in [16, 13] is to treat variables in the
following more general way:
[[var]] = (V ! [[comm]])  [[exp]] :
Intuitively, a variable consists of two components, the rst of which allows
for changing the state when a storable value is supplied to it, and the second
allows for accessing the state and yielding a stored value. Thus, the main
di erence between the natural-number category of worlds and the state-set
category is that the former is oriented to a view of variables as locations,
while the latter is oriented to states as abstract \objects" whose internal
structure is deliberately left unspeci ed. These di erent views have important
rami cations on how the type of variables is interpreted.
Even though the type of generalized variables does not consist of locations,
the interpretation of declarations requires us to manufacture an appropriate
new variable that has the location-like property that assigning a value to it
results in a state in which the value in its expression component is the value
just assigned. To do this, we make use of the product structure of morphisms.
13
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A new variable (a; e) 2 [ var] (W V ) is de ned as follows, assuming pointwise
de nitions of [ comm]] and [[exp]]:

a (f; Q) v s = s0
e hx; vi = v
where f : W  V ! Y , v 2 V , s 2 S (Y ), and s0 is the unique state in S (Y )
such that s Q s0 and if f (s) = hx; v0i then f (s) = hx; vi. (Uniqueness of
s0 follows from the bijectivity requirement on the f part of f; Q.) The idea
behind the de nition of a is that the V -component of s0 is changed to v,
while the X -component and the \expanded" part coming from f; Q remain
unchanged. With these de nitions, the semantics of new can be treated
essentially as in Section 2, using an expansion W ! W  V in place of the
inclusion w ! w + 1.

6 Non-Interference
The support-oriented approach to local variables represents a signi cant improvement on the models based on marked stores. However, there remain
simple equivalences involving procedures that are not treated properly. For
example, the following block should be equivalent to diverge (i.e., a neverterminating command):
new x. x := 0;
P (x := x + 2);
if even x then diverge
when x is not free in P : comm ! comm. Intuitively, the block diverges
because the only access to x that can result from the call to P must come
from using the argument x := x +2. This argument preserves the evenness of
x and x is even before the call, so it should be even on termination. Therefore,
the test in the conditional will succeed (if the call to P terminates) and the
block will diverge; if the call does not terminate, neither will the block, and
so in every case the block diverges.
This example (attributed in [8] to Allen Stoughton) fails in support-oriented
interpretations because it is possible for P to denote a procedure that preserves non-local variables but sets to 1 any local variables whose values are
changed by its argument. It also fails for models based on the state-set category of worlds from the preceding section. As with the location-based category, this can be shown by exhibiting a p 2 [[comm ! comm]]X such that
p(f )(c)(id)(s; v) = (s0; 1) if c(id)(s; v) = (s0; v0) and v0 6= v, and c(id)(s; v) otherwise, where f : X ! X  V is the expansion morphism; with the state-set
category it requires some work to show that such a p actually exists.
14
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While this block is not itself a realistic program, it illustrates how the semantic problems with local variables involve principles that are important
in programming practice. The procedure P is supplied with an argument
that provides a limited capability for access to the local variable, and one
reasons that the only way that the procedure call can access the variable is
via this limited capability. This kind of informal reasoning is familiar from
programming with \modules" or \objects." A module typically has a number of internal variables, which are accessed and modi ed by clients through
the use of explicitly \exported" procedures only. Often, the exports provide
only a limited capability for accessing the variables, in a way that presents
to the client a view of the module that does not reveal details of its internal
structure.
In this section we will consider a model that has arisen from work on nding
a satisfactory semantic interpretation of the \speci cation logic" of [15, 17],
which is a formal system for proving equivalences and partial-correctness
properties of programs in Algol-like languages with higher-order procedures.
For our purposes, the most important rule of the logic is one for reasoning about local-variable declarations; for clarity, we present it in naturaldeduction format:
Local-Variable Declarations :
 # E ; : : :;  # Em
C # ; : : : ; Cn # 
...
fP g C fQg
fP g new . C fQg
#

"

1

1

where the bound variable identi er  is not free in assertions P or Q, in phrases
Ei or Cj , or in uncancelled assumptions. Here, fP g C fQg is the familiar
Hoare triple [6], and C # E (\C doesn't interfere with E ") essentially asserts
that every way of using C preserves any value obtained by using E . The
rule says that, when reasoning about a locally-declared variable, it is valid to
assume that a non-local entity and the declared variable don't interfere with
one another.
The divergence of the troublesome block above can in fact be proved in speci cation logic by deriving ftrueg B ffalseg, where B is the block. This is
done using the rule for variable declarations, and instantiating R to even x
and C to x := x + 2 in the following axiom [11, 12]:
Non-Interference Abstraction :
P # R & fRg C fRg ) fRg P (C ) fRg

15
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where P : comm ! comm.
Meyer and Sieber [8] have shown how to modify support-oriented interpretations in a way that handles the \evenness" example as well. They use logical
relations to cut down the model, restricting to procedures that preserve invariant properties of locations outside their support. For example, in the
above equivalence the evenness of x is a property of a variable (x) outside the
support of P , and the requirement is that any call to P must preserve the
evenness of x if its argument does. The Non-Interference Abstraction axiom
relates non-interference to these ideas of Meyer and Sieber about invariants.
The model for speci cation logic is based on a modi cation of the state-set
category of worlds: the morphisms from X to Y are again pairs f; Q, where
f is a function from Y to X , and Q is an equivalence relation on Y , but
the restriction of f to a Q-equivalence class is only required to be injective,
instead of bijective. We call this modi ed category X0. The de nition of
composition given in Section 5 works here as well.
We still have the expansion maps from W to W V . But now we also have
morphisms that \restrict" the possible world; for any X 0  X , the restriction
morphism f; Q: X ! X 0 has as its components: the inclusion function f from
X 0 to X and the everywhere-true binary relation Q on Y . We shall see how
these additional morphisms give us stronger uniformity conditions.
A contravariant states functor is de ned as in Section 5. Expression meanings
can then be treated using contra-exponentiation: [[exp] = S ! V? . But now,
because of the possibility of restricting to a subset of states, it is possible to
prove that expressions cannot have side e ects, not even \temporary" ones.
For any w 2 W , there is a \restriction" morphism f : W !fwg such that S (f )
is the inclusion of fwg in W , and commutativity of the following diagram
shows that the value of e 2 [[exp] W at w 2 W is determined in the singleton
world fwg in which w is the only state:

W
S (f ) 6
fwg

e(idW ) V?
6idV
e(f ) V?

?

This property plays an important role in reasoning about assignments. It is
16
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also re ected in the following equivalence:

if x = 0
if x = 0
then P (x) 
then P (0)
else 1
else 1
where P : exp ! exp. The idea is that execution of P (x) never changes

the value of x, so it should be equivalent to executing P (0) in a state where
the value of x is 0. This equivalence is not valid in the models discussed
in previous sections because the semantic domains for expressions in these
models allow for the possibility of \temporary" side e ects, where the values
of global variables are altered during expression evaluation and then restored
on termination of the evaluation.
Command meanings must be treated somewhat di erently. Because of restriction morphisms in X0, S ! S? is too small, whereas previously it was
too large; the commutativity of

W
S (f ) 6
fwg

c(idW ) W?
6S (f )?
c(f ) fwg?

for any w 2 W would preclude commands from changing states at all!
Instead, a partial contra-exponentiation can be de ned in DX , and then
commands are interpreted using S
S . The uniformity requirement on
c 2 (S S )(W ) is that, for all X0-morphisms f : W !X and g: X !Y ,

*

*

*

0

c(f ; g) ; S (g)  S (g) ; c(f )
where the c() are partial functions on states, and the ordering is graph inclusion. This is semi -commutativity of

S (X )
S (g) 6
S (Y )

c(f ) S (X )
6S (g)

- S (Y )
c(f ; g)
17
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which allows command meanings to be less-de ned in more-restricted worlds.
G in functor
Notice that, in general, F ! G? is not isomorphic to F
categories. Furthermore, as before, an additional condition is needed to preclude non-local commands from changing local variables, or, more generally,
from violating local constraints on state changes [20, 12].
An example will be helpful to illustrate the uniformity condition on . Consider a command meaning c() 2 [[comm]](X  V ) corresponding to an assignment statement x := x + 1, where x denotes the local component in W V .
The partial function for c(idW V ) maps hw; ni 2 W  V to hw; n +1i. But we
also need to de ne c(f ) for any X0-morphism with domain W  V , including
any restriction morphism. Suppose that we restrict to the world

*

*

Y = fhw; vi 2 W  V j v is eveng:
If f : W  V ! Y is the restriction morphism and c(f )hw; ni is de ned, then
it must be equal to c(idW V )hw; ni by the uniformity requirement on S S .
But this is impossible, because hw; n + 1i is not in Y (assuming that n is
even). Instead, c(f )hw; ni is unde ned. More generally, if morphisms g and
h are such that s = S (h)s0 and c(g)s is de ned but not in the range of S (h),
then c(g ; h)s0 must be unde ned.
Now consider the composite x := x + 1 ; x := x + 1, and its semantical
counterpart c ; c, with c as above. Sequential composition is interpreted
componentwise, so for command meanings c and c , (c ; c )(f ) is just the
compositition c (f ) ; c (f ) of the partial functions for the components. Thus,
we get that (c ; c)(idW V )hw; ni is hw; n + 2i. However, (c ; c)f hw; ni is
unde ned, where f is the restriction to Y , because c(f )hw; ni is unde ned; the
attempt to \stray" from Y , even at an intermediate state, leads to divergence.
This example shows how state-set restrictions and interact: a command
meaning at a restricted world terminates only if all the states encountered
during \execution" are within the world. This is the key idea behind the
semantics of non-interference in [20]. Given c 2 [[comm]]W and e 2 [[exp]]W ,
we de ne

*

1

1

2

1

2

2

*

c # e () for all f : W ! X and s 2 X; c(f )s = c(f ; g)s
where g is the restriction to

fs0 2 X j e(f )s0 = e(f )sg:
Intuitively, c # e holds i any (terminating) execution of c can be restricted
to a world for which the value of e is invariant. For discussion of axioms that
make use of this invariance at intermediate states, see [17, 20].
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In this model [ var] is again treated using the generalized form of variable discussed in the previous section. The rule for variable declarations can then be
validated by showing that non-local entities don't interfere with the expression component of a local variable, and that no assignment to a local variable
interferes with a non-local entity. For the generalization of # to higher types,
and validation of Non-Interference Abstraction, see [12].
Our nal example ties together these ideas about non-interference, restriction
morphisms, and local variables:

new x. x := 0;
P (x)

is equivalent to P (0), where x is not free in P : exp ! comm. This equivalence fails in other models. A sketch of its validity here is as follows. First,
since P is non-local, none of its calls interfere with the local variable, unless
the argument does. But the argument x is an expression, which doesn't cause
any side e ects, so P (x) doesn't interfere with (the expression component of)
x. Then, by the de nition of non-interference given above, the result of evaluating P (x) in a state s 2 W  V is equivalent to evaluating the call in the
restricted world
f(w; v) 2 W V j v = 0g;
using an appropriate restriction morphism. But in this restricted world identi er x and 0 have the same denotation: both are (families of) functions that
return 0 in any state. This means that x can be replaced by 0 in the call,
and the equivalence follows.

7 Discussion
We have concentrated here on models based explicitly on the possible-world
approach of [16, 13]; but, it is interesting to note that, in a parallel line
of development, Meyer and Sieber [8] have used methods that can be fairly
said to have possible worlds at their core (combined with other principles for
restricting models). If we count [8] as within the approach, then in fact the
most satisfactory local-variable models are all based on possible worlds.
At present, there is no single \best" model for local variables. We have seen
that the non-interference model validates a number of test equivalences that
fail in other models. However, Arthur Lent has pointed out to us that there
are equivalences that fail in this model because it is sensitive to intermediate
states encountered during program execution, such as

new x. x := 0;

P (x := x + 2)



new x. x := 0;

P (x := x + 1 ; x := x + 1)
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where x is not free in P : comm ! comm. This fails in the non-interference
model, essentially because the di erent arguments to P are not semantically
equal, yet it is valid in the location-based model of Sections 2 and 3, the
Reynolds/Oles state-set model of Section 5, and the models of [8].
Another signi cant point is state-sets versus locations. The major di erence
between the models of Sections 5 and 2 is that the former is predisposed
against having a primitive type of locations in the language, while the latter
is not. (Of course, whether one considers this a strength or weakness of the
model depends on one's philosophy of what variables should be.)
An equivalence that fails in all known models is the following variation on
Example 7 from [8]: execution of

new x. x := 0;

P (x := x + 1)
where x is not free in P : comm ! comm might set x to any value; however,
because P cannot read from x and x is discarded after execution of the
body, the block should be equivalent to P (skip). In each of the models
discussed in this paper, a counterexample to this equivalence may be obtained
by considering a procedure meaning p that, given a command argument c
and a state s, terminates with result s if c(s) = s, and diverges otherwise.
Intuitively, such a p reads from local variables, such as x in this example,
because the operation of testing states for equality depends on their values.
The possible-world approach has resulted in models that better explain the
sense in which a declared variable is \new." Nevertheless, the best current
models are still far from perfect. It seems that the semantic ideas on support,
non-interference, and preservation of invariants developed in [16, 13, 8, 20, 12]
might prove to be just special cases of some more general and fundamental
principle that is still lacking from our understanding of the interactions between non-local procedures and local variables in Algol-like languages.
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